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The subje t area of wavelets, developed mostly over the last fteen years, is onne ted to older ideas in many other elds, in luding pure and applied mathemati s,
physi s, omputer s ien e, and engineering. The history of wavelets an therefore
be represented as a tree with roots rea hing deeply and in many dire tions. In this
pi ture, the trunk would orrespond to the rapid development of \wavelet tools"
in the se ond half of the 1980's, with shared e orts by resear hers from many different elds; the rown of the tree, with its many bran hes, would orrespond to
di erent dire tions and appli ations in whi h wavelets are now be oming a standard
part of the mathemati al tool kit, alongside other more established te hniques. The
bulk of this issue represents several of these bran hes; this histori al introdu tion is
on erned with the roots and the bottom part of the trunk.
Be ause of the many roots of the subje t, there are many approa hes to ta kling
its history. La king the time, spa e, and expertise (histori al resear h has its tools
and te hniques too!) to give a truly s holarly history, I have hosen to be resolutely
subje tive, and to start from the root through whi h I entered this eld. This is
not the most an ient or the mathemati ally deepest root, but it does have one good
laim to be at the start of this story: it is the root where wavelets a quired their
name. I also believe it is the dire tion whi h atalyzed the whole wavelet synthesis.
As we pro eed up the root system, and simultaneously advan e in time, we will
ome to points where di erent syntheses were made, with developments from other
dis iplines; at these points we will peek ba k for a short des ription of what happened
earlier along those other roots. To emphasize the informality of this story, I de ided
not to give any pre ise referen es.
It is lear that all this results in a highly personal version of the development of
wavelets; similar stories told by a harmoni analyst or an approximation theorist
or an ele tri al engineer would all be quite di erent from mine or from ea h other.
Su h other points of view an be found in the introdu tion to several wavelet books
or in book reviews, see e.g., J. Benedetto and M. Frazier's 1994 volume on Wavelets:
Mathemati s and Appli ations, the book review by Y. Meyer in the Bulletin of the
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Ameri an Mathemati al So iety in 1993, or the re ent book by M. Vetterli and J.
Kovaevi.
In the late 1970's, J. Morlet, a geophysi al engineer at the Fren h oil ompany Elf
A quitaine, ame up with an alternative for the short time Fourier transform. The
standard pro edure, whi h onsists of rst windowing a signal, and then omputing its Fourier oeÆ ients, amounts to taking the inner produ t of the signal with
windowed Fourier fun tions depending on two parameters | the lo ation of the window and the frequen y label of the di erent oeÆ ients. The signals whi h Morlet
wanted to analyze did onsist of di erent features in time and frequen y whi h he
wanted to disentangle, but typi ally their high frequen y omponents would have a
shorter timespan than their low frequen y omponents. In order to gain time resolution for the high frequen y transients, he ould hoose to do a wide-band short
time Fourier transform; on the other hand, he also wanted good frequen y resolution for the low frequen y omponents and that alled for a narrow-band short time
Fourier transform. In order to a hieve both aims in one single transform, Morlet
ame up with the idea to generate the transform fun tions in a di erent way: he
took a windowed osine wave (using a smooth window | his favorite is a Gaussian
window with its width adjusted so that the peaks losest to the entral peaks had
about half its amplitude), and ompressed this in time to obtain a higher frequen y
fun tion, or spread it out to obtain a lower frequen y fun tion. In order to investigate what happened at di erent times, these fun tions were shifted in time as
well. The transform fun tions depended thus again on two parameters: their time
lo ation and their degree of ompression or s ale. He then would take the inner
produ t of the signal he wanted to analyze (usually seismi data) with all these
transform fun tions. There was one ru ial di eren e with the transform fun tions
in the standard Fourier transform: in Morlet's approa h, the high frequen y fun tions were very narrow, while the low frequen y fun tions were not! Many di erent
hoi es of referen e fun tion existed in other ontexts in geophysi s, and were alled
\X's wavelet" (if invented or proposed by X); Morlet hose to all his transform
fun tions \wavelets of onstant shape." When, a few years later, the transform
of Morlet left the geophysi s arena, other resear hers soon dropped the quali er
\of onstant shape" | the wavelet transform was born! But at the time, Morlet
had a hard time onvin ing his geophysi s olleagues that this was a worthwhile
mathemati al tool | he on e paraphrased his audien es' attitude as: \If it were
true, then it would be in the math books. Sin e it isn't in there, it is probably
worthless." Undeterred, Morlet looked for help in giving a sounder mathemati al
footing to his wavelet transform. A friend from his student days referred him to
A. Grossmann, a theoreti al physi ist who had worked extensively in quantum mehani s, where similar problems o ur when one tries to pin down lo al features in
a fun tion as well as in its Fourier transform. Grossmann re ognized in Morlet's
transform something similar to the oherent states formalism | a te hnique he had
used pro tably in quantum me hani s (and whi h he had taught me as well when
I worked on my Ph.D. thesis under his dire tion). He onstru ted an exa t inver2

sion formula for Morlet's integral transform, and they explored several appli ations
together. (Later, it turned out that this parti ular form of oherent states and the
inversion formula had been onstru ted earlier by E. Aslaksen and J. Klauder in
the ompletely di erent framework of building a toy model for quantum gravity.)
Having worked on di erent topi s as a postdo , I learned about wavelets on a visit
to Marseille in Spring 1985, and started working on wavelet series (as opposed to
integrals). Grossmann suggested that we explore the on ept of frames (de ned in
the arti le by A. Cohen and J. Kovaevi in this issue) in this ontext, whi h turned
out to be a ru ial ingredient.
In the meantime, a very important merging of wavelet roots was about to happen.
That same Spring (1985), Y. Meyer, a pure mathemati ian then based at the E ole
Polyte hnique near Paris, heard serendipitously (while waiting in line for a photoopying ma hine!) about the work of Grossmann and Morlet. When he read their
papers, he realized that their analysis and re onstru tion formula was a redis overy
of a formula that A. Calderon had introdu ed in harmoni analysis in the 1960's.
\Harmoni analysis" is a dis ipline in pure mathemati s that grew out of Fourier
analysis; among the many dire tions within harmoni analysis, a very important eld
on erns the study of singularities, integral operators with singular kernels (su h as
the Hilbert transform), os illating singular integrals, . . . . One of the roots of this
eld is Littlewood-Paley theory, developed in the 1930's, whi h uses dyadi (i.e., in
blo ks that s ale by fa tors 2) regroupings of the Fourier transform of a fun tion in
order to deal with and hara terize more e e tively the singularities of this fun tion.
This regrouping by s ale is a fore-shadowing of the role s aling plays in the wavelet
transform. Similarly, Calderon's formula, designed to be a tool in the analysis of
ertain integral operators with singular integral kernels, used di erent s ales, in a
manner similar to the wavelet transform of Grossmann and Morlet. After all, a
singularity is really an extremely lo alized manifestation of very high frequen ies, so
it is not surprising that a wavelet approa h, with its in reasingly pre ise lo alization
as the frequen y in reases, would be appropriate.
Meyer, a pre-eminent expert in this eld, re ognized these links with harmoni
analysis; aside from the all-too-human rea tion of \But we knew all this a long time
ago!" (a rea tion wavelet resear hers would meet again and again as other mergings
happened), he was also enthusiasti about this whole new area of appli ations for
harmoni analysis insights, as well as intrigued by the di erent interpretation that
Grossmann and Morlet gave to Calderon's formula. He got in tou h with them, and
this marked the start of an intera tion between pure harmoni analysts and applied
resear hers that would bene t both ommunities. Meyer was intrigued espe ially by
the wavelet series; they systemati ally used redundant families of wavelets be ause
of a subliminal belief that redundan y was unavoidable in order to obtain good timefrequen y lo alization (as is the ase for the Gabor transform). (Similar series were
in fa t developed around that time by harmoni analysts M. Frazier and B. Jawerth
as well, independently of the wavelet series development.) After he had identi ed
this subliminal message, Meyer had the typi al and healthy mathemati ian's re ex of
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wanting a proof for this belief. A few weeks later, he had not a proof but a beautiful
onstru tion of an orthonormal wavelet basis with ex ellent time-frequen y lo alization properties. With P.G. Lemarie, he soon afterwards generalized this onstru tion
to N dimensions. (Later it turned out that J.O. Stromberg, another harmoni analyst, had onstru ted a di erent orthonormal wavelet basis a few years earlier, but
its importan e had not been realized at the time.) Meyer's wavelet basis resulted
from a very intriguing and seemingly mira ulous an ellation if he set things up
just right. A few months later Lemarie and G. Battle ame up, independently, and
by ompletely di erent te hniques, with onstru tions of wavelet bases onsisting of
spline fun tions, with better de ay (exponential) than Meyer's wavelets, et the pri e
of some loss of regularity (C k instead of C 1 ). (Lemarie, a student of Meyer, is a
harmoni analyst; Battle, however, is a mathemati al physi ist, long interested in
quantum eld theory. Together with P. Federbush he had built an elaborate ma hinery, whi h be ame te hni ally mu h simpler after the dis overy of smooth and well
lo alized wavelet bases. Battle's onstru tionwas inspired by renormalization group
te hniques, a tool used in quantum eld theory, that involves studying phenomena
at di erent s ales.) These onstru tions were very ingenious, but they both had an
\ad-ho " feel. A di erent understanding of these bases was just around the orner.
It would lead to another important merging of roots for our tree.
In the summer of 86, S. Mallat, then a graduate student at Penn, had taken a
break to go on va ation. There he met an old friend from his undergraduate days,
who was now a graduate student of Meyer's, and who mentioned the new wavelet
bases to him. (Yes, another serendipitous en ounter. This one even took pla e on a
bea h.) Mallat was immediately very interested, mainly be ause he re ognized onepts familiar from a very di erent framework. In Mallat's eld of spe ialization,
omputer vision and image analysis, it was ommon wisdom that oarse features in
an image are (almost by de nition) large-s ale obje ts, whereas ne-s ale features
should be studied mu h more lo ally. (This fails when you talk about textures,
where ne s ale features an have a very large orrelation length.) This prin iple
was at the basis of the s ale-spa e representation of A. Witkin, and it inspired the
Lapla ian pyramid onstru tions of P. Burt and E. Adelson. So the \philosophy"
of wavelet de ompositions, where you use very narrow fun tions for the ne s ale
features, and mu h wider ones for oarse features, tted beautifully into this view.
In vision theory, one way to build multi-s ale representations is to strip away the
di erent s ales layer by layer. In the Lapla ian pyramid s heme, for instan e, you
ompute a blurred version of the pi ture, and you subtra t it from the original;
the di eren e gives you the desired ne s ale features whi h you break up in tiny
\elementary" pie es. Su essive layers of de reasing spatial resolution are obtained
by repeating the pro edure on the blurred pi ture. Thinking about all this after his
return to Penn, Mallat on eived of a similar layered stru ture for wavelet expansions, in whi h all the terms orresponding to one s ale in the wavelet de omposition
of a fun tion did indeed give the di eren e between two su essive approximations.
Upon hearing that Meyer would be visiting Chi ago that Fall, he arranged to meet
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him there, and in the next few days, the two of them hammered out all the mathemati al details of \multiresolution analysis", a framework that explained all the
\mira les" in the wavelet bases onstru ted up till then, and that made it very easy
to onstru t other orthonormal wavelet bases. (There exist pathologi al wavelet
bases that do not t into this framework. But in 92, Lemarie and P. Aus her would
prove that if the wavelet basis has any de en y, i.e. as soon as the wavelets have
any reasonable time-frequen y lo alization properties, it ne essarily stems from a
multiresolution analysis.) More important even, multiresolution analysis led to a
simple and re ursive ltering algorithm to ompute the wavelet de omposition of
a fun tion from its nest s ale approximation. The lters that orresponded to
the bases of Meyer or Battle-Lemarie are in nite and must be trun ated for dire t
implementation. (Although other implementations, via FFT and multipli ation in
the Fourier domain, also work, without trun ation. On the other hand, it was later
realized that Stromberg's earlier basis orresponds to IIR lters with rational z transforms, so that its implementation an be done dire tly, without trun ation.)
This begged the question of how to get wavelet bases for whi h su h trun ation was
not ne essary. The answer was to work ba kwards: instead of deriving the lters
from a wavelet basis, onstru t rst a pair of appropriate FIR lter, and then investigate whether they orrespond to an orthonormal wavelet basis. This was the
point of departure for the onstru tion in early 1987 of orthonormal wavelet bases of
ompa tly supported wavelets. (A omplete hara terization of lter pairs that give
rise to orthonormal wavelet bases would be given by A. Cohen and W. Lawton a few
years later.) The use of lters in wavelet de ompositions led to the next merging of
roots, with subband ltering in ele tri al engineering.
Ele tri al engineers, like harmoni analysts, had been long a ustomed to the idea
of grouping frequen ies together in bands with a width proportional to the average
frequen y in that band. This is onstant relative-bandwidth or onstant-Q ltering.
One way to obtain su h a splitting is to work iteratively: rst the full range of
frequen ies (of a bandlimited fun tion) is halved by applying two lters, one highpass, one low-pass. The lower frequen y half an then be halved again, and so
on. Sin e the di erent omponents that result from this pro edure have di erent
bandwidths, they orrespond to di erent Nyquist sampling rates; an easy way to
obtain the \ orre tly" sampled versions of all the omponents is to retain only
half the output samples at every ltering step. Be ause the lters used are not
perfe t, su h riti al sampling gives rise to aliasing that an lead to una eptable
artefa ts at re onstru tion if the lters are not designed arefully. In the 70's, A.
Croisier, D. Esteban and C. Galland dis overed a design pro edure that led to exa t
an ellation of the aliasing: quadrature mirror lters (QMF) were born. Then,
about ten years later, in 1983, M. Smith and T. Barnwell, and independently F.
Mintzner, dis overed QMF-like pairs that gave exa t re onstru tion. (M. Vetterli
made this same dis overy independently as well, a little later.) These onjugated
quadrature lter (CQF) pairs were exa tly the type of lter pairs that resear hers in
sear h of orthonormal wavelet bases would redis over a few years afterwards, from a
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ompletely di erent angle. (The mathemati al properties that were usually asked of
the wavelet bases, su h as smoothness, also made for di erent design onstraints.) In
fa t, by the time the wavelet builders be ame aware of the CQF development, Smith
and Barnwell and their students had moved on to more ompli ated onstru tions
that would design many more lters simultaneously, rather than a stru ture with
two hannels at every split, as des ribed above; for many pra ti al EE appli ations
they had in mind, this leads to better performan e. (Even within the tree stru ture,
Smith and Barnwell would typi ally split all the bran hes, every time, instead of
splitting only the lowest frequen y band. I have emphasized the latter pro edure
above to make it as lear as possible how wavelet ltering tted into established
subband ltering pra ti e.)
The ni e and easy lter implementation of de ompositions into wavelet bases was
therefore nothing new to ele tri al engineers, and the hype that would arise around
wavelets aused surprise and some understandable resentment in the subband ltering ommunity. In the end, the mutual awareness of the wavelet and the subband
ltering ommunities nevertheless bene ted both. Wavelet resera hers bene ted
from the work and insights of Vetterli and his students, or of P.P. Vaydyanathan
and his ollaborators. On the other hand, the di erent point of view of wavelet theory, whi h emphasized time or spatial lo alization as mu h as frequen y lo alization,
on whi h traditional ltering was more ex lusively fo used, led to the development
of approa hes and appli ations rooted in the mathemati al understanding of wavelet
bases and their approximation properties, that would not have followed naturally
from only the subband ltering algorithms.
The approximation properties of wavelets bring me to yet another merging of roots
that took pla e at about the same time. Approximation theorists be ame interested in wavelets, whi h tted quite naturally into their eld after the advent of
multiresolution analysis. Many of the insights from harmoni analysis were written by Meyer in the form of inequalities that established orresponden es between
smoothness and/or de ay properies of a fun tion and how well it ould be approximated by its wavelet expansion in various norms. This is of ourse right up the
alley of approximation theory. The mathemati ally important feature of all these
inequalities is that they use only the absolute values of the wavelet oeÆ ients, not
their signs (for real oeÆ ients) or phases ( omplex ase). In mathemati al parlan e, wavelets provide \un onditional bases" for large lasses of fun tional spa es;
this on ept is of interest to both harmoni analysts and approximation theorists.
These mathemati al properties turn out to be important from the point of view of
appli ations as well, as shown by the work of, e.g., W. Dahmen (numeri al analysis),
R. DeVore (most re ently in nonlinear approximation) and D. Donoho (statisti s)
and their respe tive ollaborators. For many mathemati al appli ations, it is useful
to have wavelets that are spline fun tions; in that ase the orresponding multiresolution analysis of nested spline spa es has of ourse been known and loved by many
generations of approximation theorists.
It would be easy to go on for many more pages about interesting links between
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wavelets and numeri al analysis, or omputer s ien e (espe ially graphi s), or quantum physi s, but I don't want to try the reader's patien e unduly. (Some of these
links will ome up in the review arti les, or in the summing-up arti le by W. Sweldens
at the end of this issue.)
Moreover, in this tale I have really on entrated on one strand only in the wavelet
skein, namely wavelet bases. Ri h developments took pla e also in very redundant
wavelet representations, and there too, links with other elds were made. Orthonormal wavelet bases also give rise to wavelet pa ket bases; it is noteworthy that their
onstru tion was inspired by viewing wavelet de ompositions as a sequen e of lterings. Wavelet bases need not be orthogonal; a straightforward generalization works
with two dual wavelet bases (\biorthogonal wavelets"), whi h are often preferred
in appli ations. Another idea \whose time had ome" are the lapped transforms,
dis overed independently by P. Cassereau, by H. Malvar, and by J. Prin en and A.
Bradley, and redis overed a few years later by R. Coifman and Meyer, who found
that, like wavelet pa ket bases, they t in a s heme where di erent bran hes an
be regrouped at will, in a sear h for an ever-better (be ause more eÆ ient) representation. This leads to the best-basis algorithms of Coifman, Meyer and M.
Wi kerhauser. All these developments led to more inter onne tions, more mergings,
more redis overies with a di erent twist, but that, as Kipling would say, is another
story.
In summary, the development of wavelets is an example where ideas from many
di erent elds ombined to merge into a whole that is more than the sum of its
parts | many of the appli ations that will des ribed in the review arti les in the
remainder of this issue would not have been possible if this merging had not taken
pla e. I have very mu h enjoyed being a part of this pro ess. I wish there were
many more examples of su h inter onne tions | we would all bene t from them.
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